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This fast guide will help you to install your CABLE DREi. 
More information can be found at 

www.neutralaudio.com    

2º) START 
 
Once connected, plug all the other elements in.  
 
The first time you use CABLE DREi let it work with music for at 
least 1 hour before you start to evaluate it. You will notice the 
DREi behavior changing in this short time reaching a good inicial 
synergy. 
 
Its ideal performance stage is reached after a minimum of 250 
hours of use with music. If you want to keep the CABLE DREi  
on, you can, as it has been designed for this 

1º) CONNECTION 
 
 

The electrical mains voltage must be at 230VAC 110VAC. 
Turn off the amplifiers before connecting anything. 

We recommend that the amplifier must always be the last device 
to be turned on and the first to be turned off, to avoid unwanted 
noises and possible speaker damage. 
 
Observe the figure for connection. Connect the 12VDC power 
adapter, supplied, to one of the cable boxes. If you have more 
cable boxes use the supplied jump cable to connect them toget-
her. You can use either of the 2 connections on each box. 
 
One power adapter can supply power to up to 10 boxes. 
 
The direction of the audio signal should follow the arrow printed 
on the box. It will not work otherwise 
 
This guide is valid for all models DUO, XLR, RCA and BOX. 
 
It is normal the boxes heat up slightly with the functioning. 

ENHANCE THE AUDIO SYSTEMS 
 
CABLE DREi is an active cable with an advanced DREi module 
that will increase the performance of your audio system, optimi-
zing the connections between the elements and offer an extraor-
dinary musicality, with crystal clear sound with excellent opening 
and three-dimensionality. A exquisite level of detail and silence. 
 
The total system synergy will be much more equilibrated, CABLE 
DREi´s control in this aspect is outstanding.  
 

 

Maximum input voltage 6Vpp RCA / 12Vpp XLR 

http://www.neutralaudio.com/index.htm

